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PREFACE

14otect Developmental Continuity (PDC) was a Head Start demonstration
protect initiated by the Administration for Children. Youth and, Families in
19"4. ACYF's aim in PDC was to stimulate the development and implementa-
tion of comprehensive programs linking Head Start centers with local ele-
mentary schools to provide continuous developmental support through
third grade for children from lovv- income families. Full-fledged implementa-
tion of local programs began in 1976 at thirteen sites distributed aCTOSS the

Head Stitt regions and the Indian and Migrant Prop= Division. Federal
support for local programs terminated in the spring of 1981.

A longitudinal evaluation of one cohort of children, who entered Head
Start in the fall of 1976 and finished third grade in the spring of 1981, W2S an
integral part of the project. The evaluation has been conducted by the
High. 'Scope Educational Research Foundation in , two phases. Phase I
(1914=1978) involved documenting the process of initial program planning
and implementation and determining the feasibility of conducting a longi
tudinal study. Phase 11 (19784982) involved continuing documentation of
program implementation and longitudinal assessment of impacts on par-

, 4,

ents, teachers, classrooms, and children.
This executive summary presents the major.results of the longitudinal

evaluation of PDC and is based on the Final Retion of the Eviluation:

Bond, J. T. Outcomes of tbe PDC Intervention, Volume l and Appendices:
purl Report, ProjeceDetelopmental Continuity Evaluation. Ypsilanti,

High, Scope Educational Reseatch Foundation, 1982.

Wacker, S. The Process iof Program hstplementation in PDC Volume
Rnal &pail', Project Developmental Continuity Evaluation. Ypsilanti,
ML High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, 1962.

These and all interim reports are available ihrough the Eduattional Re-
sources Information Center, ERIC. Marginal notes in the text of the executive
summary refer the reader to sections of the final report thatelaborate upon
the information provided here.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY rf

tblume I THE PDC PROGRAM
chapter I

The Administration for Children. Youth, and Families (ACYF) initiated
Project Developmental Continuity (PDC) in 1974 as a Head Stan dem-
onstration project. ACYF's goal was to stimulate the development of pro-
grams that coordinated educational and other services to children and
families from Head Stan through children's third grade year in public
elementary school. Through PDC, ACYF sought to reduce the discontinu-
ities that children normally experience moving from Head Stan centers
into public schools and from home to school, discontinuities that were
thought to impede learning and development particularly among chil-
dren from low income and minority backgrounds. It WAS , hoped that by
increasing developmental continuio, PDC wOuld enhance children's
social competencetheir everydaY effectivrness in dealing with the en-
vironments of home, tommunity, and school.

The concept of developmental continuity has shaped Head Starkyom
its beginnings, and has in turn been shaped by the Head Start experience,
The three continuity assUmptions on which PDC was based are Central tenets
of Head Start philosophy and programming:

growth and learning occur as gradual and continuous proceisesit_

demlopment is enhanced uben programs are planned according to each
child's needs, flow put of previous opprience in and out of home, and offer
an orderly sequence of increasing complexio.,

tbe education of the child begins with the family and, therefore, the
family's influence, stake and role in a child's detvlopment must be oplicitly
acknouieaged in any early childhood program.

PDC differed from conventional Head Stan programs by.applying the con-
cept of developmental continuity beyond the realm of Head Stan in the con-
text of public elementary shools.

The basic PDC program model W2S defined in formal Guidelines issued
by ACYF. These Guidelines specified institutional features that should be
present-in all participating centers and schools, providing local projects with

5
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a common framework for deyeloping fully operational programs that both
realized ACW'S intentions and met specific local needs. PDC Guidelines
were organized into seven component areas:

Adminisuation requiring special function staff and specific decision-
making stmctures for project development and management.

Educationrequiring coordinated curriculum planning and review by
teachers at all levels (Head Start thrdugh third grade); a continuous, devel-
opmentally appropriate curriculum from Head Stan through third grade; and
individualized instmction supported by effective management information
systems (eg.. diagnostic testing, rectirdteeping and transmittal

Bilingual/Bicultural/Multicultural Educationrequiring specific atten-
tion to the educational needs of childrenfrom different cultural linguistic
backgrounds through the implementation of coordinated programs from
Head Stan thrOugh third grade,

Senices for Handicapped Otildren requiring early diagnosis, co .
ordinated prOgramming from Head Start through third grade, an annual sur-
vey of handicapped children, and mainstreaming whenever possible:

Parent- involvementrequiring a coordinated parent involvement
program from Head Stan through third grade, the use of parents as resource
persons in the classroom both on a volunteer basis and As paid aides, and
parent participation in project management as per requirements. under
Administration .

Developmental Support Servicesrequiring the provision of
ordinated nutritional, media, dental, mental health, and social services
from tlead sun through third'grade screening, maintenance of continuous
records, and communiLvtion of health information toparents; and provision
of information to parents about health resources in the community,

_1-rainingrequiring ongoing training of teachers and parents related to
all PDC component areas.

It Was anticipated that implementation of these Guidelines would cause
systematic changes in the behaviors of teachers and parents toward children,
changes that would increase developmental continuity and enhance chil-
dren's social competence.

ACYF selected fifteen Head Stan grantees in different communities
across the (-minuy to participate in PDC. Each project WM given two years
to develop and implement a fully operational PDC program before eval-
uation of program impacts began. Over the course of the project; ACYF
contracted with two firms jo provide techniLvl aSsistance to local projects

Volume I
Chimer III
Table III ..'
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in their efforts to operationalize PDC Guidelines and general obtectives
. within loml contexts. Support for local'projects terminated at the end of.
- the 1900-81 school year,

caume r THE . PDC EVALUA11ON
Cbapter II

An evaluation ran concurrently with the program. The evaluation of PDC CMS
designed to focus on one cohort of children (together with their parents and
teachers ) ve-ho entered Head Stan in the fall of 1976 and were expected to
graduate from third gratNin the spring of 1981. Only twelve sites imple-
mented PDC programs over this entire period, and only ten of these cm-
formed sufficiently to the requirements of the eyaluation to be included in
the longitudinal gudy reported here,

-The evaluation desige was quast-eperimentaii.e., program impacts
were estimated by comparing outcomes for PDC children, parents,'and
teachers *ith outcomes for similar (but not randoml y. selected) non-PDC
children, parents, and. teachers in the same communities, Bork) PDC and
non PDC children hati attended gear/ Start, but only PDCchildren went on
to attend the elementary schools participating in the PDC program. Data
analysis was conducted first at the site level, then over all sites. The data an-.
alr ic strategy was signed to control for possible bias in outcome measures
resulting from pre iging differences between PDC and non-PDC samples.
The findings reporLd here are based on a synthesis of multiple analyses.

PDC can be 25 a multi-step intervention. originating in ACYP's
initiative (devising Guidelines, awarding grants, providing technicgl assist.
ance f`but requiring changes in loom! institutions Ind in the behaviors of
teachers and parents to achieve its ukirnate obiective of enhancing children's
sociaf competence;

ACYFs Initiative 1
LOCal Institutions

Parents and Teachers

Social Competence
of Children

The tnaluation of PDC assessed impacts of the intervention at each gep sub-
sequent to ACYF's initiative. Evidence of program impacts,is summarized in

-
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the next section, working backwards through these steps from childrenthe
ultimate focus of the interventionto local institutionsthe initial targets of
ACYF's change strategy

FINDINGS OF PROGRAM IMPACT

-IMpacts on Chikiren Volume
aupter t1

There was 1:ery little evidence tbat local PDC programs enhanced chil-
dren's social competencethe ultimate objective of AC}Fs demonstration
program.

At no site was childr.en's participation in PDC associaied withgenerally posi-
tive effects across the five outcome donuins measured; specific Academic
Achievement. General Academic Skill Aptitude, Learning Attitude ,'Style, Att
tude toward Teacher/School, and Social Development Alifustment, Rather
children with Head Stan backgrounds who attended PDC schools were
found to be quite like Head Start graduates who attended non- mc schools
in the same communities, at least through third Oade when the evaluation
terminated

The unly hint of a possibly generalized PDC. favoring effect was found
.for the outcome domain termed Learning AttitudeStyle During the early
elementan years. PDC children at three of ten sites were found to exhibit
more positive learning anitudes'styles Furthermore, a general PDC, favroing
trend across all ten sites was indicated by aggregate tests.. How,ever. PDC,
favoring findings for this domain were not paralleled by findings for other
domains, and the implications of observed differences in children's learning
attitude and style for later social competence are not known,

Impacts on Parents t'aurnr
Chapter /V

There tag little evidence that local PDC programs affected the behavior of
former lkad Start parents uilose children were in the emluation sample.

At only one sitwere,PDC favoring effect.s found for parents of children in
the evaluation sample for both of the outcoine dontains measured: In-
volvement in School and ftrent as Eduator (drown child outside schOoD.
Differences in one or the other outcome domain favored PDC parents at two
sites and non 14.5C at two. At half of the sites, no differences were found in
either domain.

However, parents of Head St2II graduates in tho evaluation samplewere
only a small fraction of all parents whose children attended PDC and non-
PDC schools. And information about "parehts in general" suggested that
they_were somewhat mote likely to he Mesent and actively involved with
pupils in PDC than non-PDC classrooms. In fact. PDC-favoring differences

8
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were foundat several sites. and a PDC faVuring trend Was found over all sites

with regard to this larger group of parents. Thus. PDC parent involvement ef
funs may have been more successful with -parenti in general" than with the
small group of former Head Stan *parents whose children were in the evalua-
tion sample. ,

No systematic relationship was found between findings for either group
of parents and outcomes for children in the evaluation sample.

raborn, Impacts on Teachers and Classrooms
Cbaptvr t'

There utis constderabk eitdence of diffemnce between PDC and non-PDC
teacben and classrooms, bouriser, obserwd differences as often favored
non PDC asPDC wacbersi classrooms and bad no detectable influence on
measured chid outcomes

At no site were PDC: favoring effects found for all outcome domains meas-
ured.: Promotion of Parent invokement, Classroom Environment, Educa
tional Management. PIX-Encouraged Instructional Content, and Learning
Time However, fairly generalized cross-site effects were found within all
domains except Classroom Environment. These generalized effects favored
PDC teachers.,Classrooms in two domains and non-PDC in the other two.

Regarding Promotion olParent havdivement, PDC teachers were more
likely than non-PDC teachers to exhibit positive attitudes toward involving
parents in classroom activities at two sites, and on theaverage over all sites
they were aLso somewhat more successful at actually getting parents in-
volved at five sites, and on the average across all ten sites. These findings
relatcto "parents in general!' rather than specificvnyao parents of children in
the evaluation sample (see discussion of impacts on parents, above). As for
the degree.to which teachers emphasized PDCEncouraged Instructional
Content (heald4utrition, multicultural; community resources), site-level
findings were mixed, some-favoring PDC and others, non-PDC classrooms.
Nevertheless, on ayprage &TOSS all sites these aspects of CUITiCUlUm tended
to receive more emphasis in PDC than non,PDC classrooms. These differ-
ences between PDC and non- PIX teachers;:classrooms had...no obvious
implications for measured child outcomes, and no relitionship Was found.

Differences in EdUcational Management and Learning Time clearly
favored non-PDC over FIX teachers and classrooms. Non- PIDC teachers
werZiudged to be more effective managers of the instructional and social
processes in their classrooms at two sites, and a non-PDC favoring trend Was

--
found over all sites in aggregate analySes. Non-PDC children were observed
to spend more time than their PDC peers,engaged in academic learning ac-
tivities at four sites, and on average &TOSS all ten sites.

Observed differences in Learning Time and Edutmtiorial Management
favoring non-PDC clearly were not intended by Ac'YP but may haveresulted
indirectly from the PDC innovation. Specifically, secondary' analyses sug-
gested that these differences might, in pan, be due to differenCes in the prior
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. teaching experience of PDC and non-PDC teachers, PDC teachers being less
experienced on the average In turn, differences in level of experience ap
pmr to have been caused by selection pressures created by the PDC innova-
t ion that favored wunger and less experienced teachers over older andmore
experienced ones Another pcmible explanation, that could not be put to a
quantitative test but was suggested by qualitative data. was that PDC teachers
tended to allocate somewhat more time than titan-PDC teachers to AL:Wiles
that were not strictly academic and not particularly "orderly," in keeping
with PDC oblectives to provide for the developmental needs of the whole
child. Although these findings were worrisome, it should be noted that non:
PDC: favoring differences in the-einount of time devoted to academic learn
ing by the average child werrrOt associated with lower levels of academic
skill or Achievement among PDC children in the evaluation sample

Impacts on Institutions

The OblitUtiOnal features presolbed by tbe PDC Guidelines were not fully Vtdome

and consistently implemeided at any site and nonPDC schools often in chaMer
corporated "PDC features" Neterthekss. PDC schools uwre found to differ

voiumefrom non PDC khools at a majority"of sites id* the dwree to which they in, II

corporated features dssodawd with three components of tbe bask model
Administration, Parent Iniohtement and Demiopmental Support Soria's.

The entire configuration of institutional features defining the basic PDC pro--
gram model was not fully implemented at any site, Moreover, there were
varying degrees of inconsislency Over time in the implemenution of partic-
ula model clAnponentb at every site, Overall levels of Guideline imple
mentatioil were typically Moderate

Overall differences between PDC And. non WC schools with revect to-
prescribed institutional itures were found at only kiur siteNn spite of the
fact that all local PDC pro s Achieved at least moderate overall levels of
Guideline implementation, At one site the overall similarity of Ppc and non-
()pc, schools %yas clearly the result of diffusion of the PDC model within the
local school distrio, at other sites, more complex forces at local, Are; and
federal levels seem to have been responsible for the institutIOnal similarity
of PDC and non PDC schools,

The areas al greatest difference between PDC and nom PDC institutions
were Administratkin (specialized staffing and decision-making structures),
Varent Involvement (ccxedination of elementary school and Head Stan pro-
grams, hiring of parents as aides, training of parent.$), and Developmental
Support Services (coordinated provisiv of nutritional, medicvl, dental,
mental health, and social services from Head Stan through third grade).
Modest PDCinon PDC differences were found for these three components
at a nuiority of sites,
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There was little evidence of relationship between findings of institu
tional difference and obsetved impacts on teachers.. 'Classrooms, parents, and
children: However, actual levels of parent involvement (for "p4ents in
general" if not for parents of children in the evaluatiou sample) did tend to
be higher for PDC than non. PDC samples in sites where institutional proci-
sions for parent involvement were greater in PDC than non:PDC schools.

Summation

The findings of tbe eialuation suggest that ( I ) the program model intended
by ACIF uas not fully realized anyubere, (2) local e visions of PDC badfew
impacts on parents and teachers that were likely to enhance children's social
competence, and ( 3 ) children's social competence was not generally tt-
/yawed hy their particpation in the PDC program. Next, we consider why
the evaluation failed to demonstrate PDC's effectiveness,

EkPLANATION OF FINDINGS

There would seem to be fOut possible explanations of why the evaluation
failed to demonstrate PDC's effectiveness in enhancing children's social
competence:.

The assumptions about child development underlying PDC are incorrect:

The translation of these assumptions into action was faulty
The translation of these assumptions into action WdS occurring in partici:- ..

pacing communities independently of PDC.

The evaluation design and methodology were inadequate to detect the
prognun's positive effects on children's social competence, .

These competing explanations are not mutually exclusive, and each may
have some validity,

Incorrect Assumptions?

PDC grew out Of a complex set of assumptions aboul factors influencing the
development of s(xial competence among children, specifically children
from low income and minority backgrounds. Relatively few of these as-
sumptions were explicit, and fewer still had develOped to the poi& of being
testable hypotheses when the profect got underway in Irk. Theevaluation
was not designed to test specific hypotheses about child development and
has not done so. Rather, the evaluation was designed to determine wilether a

11
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program of action shaped by this collection of assumptkins, would signifi-
cantly improve the social competence of Head Stan children during their
first few years in elementary school.

In our lodgment, the collection of assumptions underlying PDC were
insuffidently realized in operational programs for the results of this evalua,
non to significantly challenge their correctness. Problems sunVunding the
translation of PDC assumptions into action are considered 1in the next
section.

_

Faulty Translation?

The tramlation of ACYFs assumptions about factors influencing children's
.social competence into action invtilved two maior steps, FirSt. ACYE officials
developed A conetptual program shaped by their assumpt was about factors
influencing the development IA social competence and representing their
intentions for PDC programs that would operate in field settings. Next. local
protetts developed uperanorrai prowams that were suppowd to realize
ACYFS intentionS in ways appropriate to local settings

.
How well ACYrs conceptual program reflected their underlying as

sumptions about child development is debatable. VI"hat is not .arguable is
ACIT's intent that loyal proems would demongrate this conceptual program
in action and that we would evaluate this deinonstration Toward that end
the evaluation ,has involved not only an assessment of program impacts but
an ongoing assessment of the degree to which AOT's intentions were ac
tually implemented by local prolects

EindinKs of the evaluation raise serious questions about the fidelity of
the iyperational programs to ACYF's intentiOns, Systematn evaluation of the
fidelity of the operational prowams was limited to those program features.
operationally defined in the PDC Ouidelines and required of each protect
under the temvs of their grams Even with respect to these macro institutional
features. local progrAmS were not found to have fully or consistently imple
mented ACYrs' intentions: If these findings are to be believed (and we
believe they are). then what we evaluated were imperfedtrenderings oI
AOVS conceptual program, truer to intentions in some alpects (e.g provi
sion of comprehensive nutritional. medical. dental, mental health, and social
services) than in others (e.g., coordinated educational programming from
Head Stan through third grade),

As for how well ACYFs ultimate intentions of increasing the continuity
of children's experience were realized, evidence Knit the evaluation is less
extensive and direct.. However, findings lelated to teacher and parent out
comes, together with the "ordinity perceptions.' of site visitots, suggest that
operational PDC programs did little to alter children's experience during the
early years of school in ways suggested by ACYrs conceptual prograwolltat
being the Lase, one would not expect to find evidence of PDC's having gen,
erally enhanced children's social competence, and we did not

1 2
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In sum. available evidence strongly suggests that the translationKilhe
PDC concept into operational programs was faulty.

PDC Not Innovative?

A third explanation of why the evaluation failed to demonstrate PDC's gen-
eral effectiveness might be that the PDC concept was not innvoativei.e.,
;riven implemented, did not create programs that were significantly different
from other programs in the same communities. Many of the assumptions
underlying PDC and the operational strategies embodied in ACYF's con-
ceptual program were not unique to PDC, but reflected notions and values
that were part of the zeitgeist. Since this same zeitgeist affected individuals
and institutions at PDC sites, both indirectly and directly through other
federal and state programs, it WAS inevitable that non-PDC schools would
embody some bigIPC's intended features.

State and then federal laws (P.L 94-142) regarding the education of
handicapped children gradually affected all schools considered in the evalu-
ation, realizing many of ACYF's intentions for services to handicapped chil-
dren quite independentlY of PDC. Concern with parent involvement was
also becoming more general within local educational systems when PDC
commenced 2S a result of other federal programs (Title I, Title VII, Emilr
gency School Aid Act, Follow Through) and as a result of the growing ap-
preciation by school administrators that parental support was needed to
raise school revenues during a period of declining enrollment and eco-
nomic retrenchment. In some measure, instructional approaches were also
changing in directions intended by ACYF though quite apart from ACYFs
initiative. Over the course of the project all participating school districts
pressed for, and most mandated, continuous curriculum (from kinder-
garten, if not Head Start, through third grade and beyona), diagnostic testing,
and some variety of more individualized instruction. And in one site, the
PDC project. supplemented by cither resources, was used to develop a bi-
lingual program that was then diffused in large part to all schools in the
community so that the district might comply with court orders.

Buvven though elements of the PDC concept became less innovative
over thelife of the project as a result of larger social changes, full imple-
mentation of ACYF's intentions for operational PDC programs continued to
require significant change in local institutions, particularly with respect to
linkages between Head Start and elementary schools.

Inadequate Evaluation?
a.

It is possible. of course, that local PDC programs generally and significantly
enhanced children's social competence but that the evaluation failed to
detect these impacts on children. If so, the evaluation must also have failed

1 3
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to detect the sons of differences between PDC and non-PDC programs, and
specifically between the experiqnces of PDC and non-PDC children, that
would have caused differences in child outcomes.

The limitations Of the evaluation design and methodology are sum-
marized briefly below:

The power of statistical tests to detect program effects at the site level was
low given small sample sizes resulting from extremely heavy attrition.

The data ana4tic methods employed mayhave failed to control for bias in
outcome measures due to observed pretreatment differences between PDC
and non-PDC parents and children.

The final analytic sample of parents and childreti was not fully representa
tive of the sample entering the program in 1976, much less the larger group
of parents and children served over the life of the project. And parents and
children in the analytic sample may have responded less or differently to the
PDC program than a more representative group would have.

Measurement of impacts at all levelsinStitution, parent, teacher class
room, and child was limited and sometimes of dubious reliability and N,ulidity.
Thus, important impactssuch as nonacademic dimensions of children's
social competencemay not have been measured at all or may have been
measured inadequately.

The program's impacts, particularly on children, may only be evident after
third grade, beyond the temporal scope of the evaluation.

Though we do, not rule out these possible explanations of the evaluation's
failure to demonstrate PDC's general effectiveness, it seems unlikely that the
repeated and fairly broadband measurements taken in this evaluation
would not have reVeattinore evidence of impact at some level of the in-
tervention had such impacts occurred at most, or even several, sites.

The Problem of Implementation

Of the possible explanations that we have examined in considering whythe
'evaluation failed to demonstrate PDC's effectiveness, one would seem to be
most powerful and to take priority over the othersthat the translation of
ACYFs concept of PDC into action was incomplete NO inconsistent. If the
intended program was not implemented, then no testbf underlying assump-
tions wia6ld have been possible, the intended program could not have been
evaluated, and it would not matter how innovative the concept was in rela-
tion to what was already happening in local communities.

The difficulty of implementing planned social change has received in-
creasing attention from social scientists in recent years. All major federal

1 4
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demonstration projectsFollow Thn iugh, Planned Variation Head Start, and
others 11ave experienced scrim's problems with program implementation,
that is with getting intended programs actually implemented in field situa.
dons. PDC appears not to have been an exception to this rule, in spite of the
fact that ACYF's change strategy tempered the highly directiveapproaches of
early dernonstnnions with a strong reliance on local problem solving in-
tended tia encourage local ownership of and commitment to the program.

ACYF identiged and defined the general problem to be addressed by
PDC, outlined a general approach for addressing the problem, offered tech-
nical assistance in solving the problem by way of a private contractor, and
provided each site with modest financial resources to get the job done. The
rest was left up to local PDCprojects situated in communities where rep-

,
resentatives of the school system and of Head Start (which was sometimes
administered through the district) had professed commitment to translating
the concept of PDC into acion.

The fact that local projectsdid not fully implement the PDC concept was
a function of many variables internal and external to the project. Our evalua-
tion of the implementation process revealed four major categories of factors
that impeded implementation;

. 4

Commitment to the innovation W2S inadequate to see the project through.

Problem.solving capacity was inadequate to realize ACYF's intentions.

Organizational structureslvalueS impeded the innovation.

Environmental forces/conditions impeded or blocked the innovation.

Although several PDC projects were remarkably successful in securing
commitment to the program and had access to substantial problem-solving
capacity, none0 was able to avoid or overcome all countervailing organiza-
tional and environmental factors.

Commitment to Innovation

Though commitment to an innovation,.is not sufficient for its ultimate suc.
.cess, innovation will not occur wfthout Cbmmitment on the part of in-
dividuals at critical positions in the system. Creating and maintaining com-
mitment to the PDC innovation was problematic at most sites.

At the higher level's of school district management, initial commitments
were of quesdonable substance and generally ephemeral. The larger the dis-
trict, the more ephemeral the commitment, other things being equal. Prac-
tically spealdng, PDC grants represented very minor elements in most school
district budgets. Moreover, the problems addressed by PDC tended to be
chronic and not immediately threatening to organizational wellbeing, while
other problems in the organizational environment demanded full and
immediate attentiongrowing finanCial difficulties, court-ordered de-
segregation, statemandated curriculum reform, and the like.

T
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Commitiment at lower levels in the educational system (principals,
teachers, PDC staff) and in the community (particulary parents of children in
the program) was also difficult to create and sustain in some sites. By and
large, these persons had not been involved in decisions to implement PDC
but had to be brought along after the fact. It should be noted that commit-
ment to the innovation was generally high among staff directly supported by'
PDC grants (protect coordinators and coordinators of parent involvement
and developmental suppon services); however, they were frequently not in
good positions to marshall the commitment of othersoften standing out-
side line management, being largely unable to manipulate extrinsic rewards
to encourage commitment, and competing with other innovation efforts for
the limited attention, time, andgood will of teachers, principals and others.
Building strong coalitions of persons committed to the innovation was fur-
ther impeded by turnover of personnel at all levels in the system and turn-
over among families served

Innovation is not always its bwn reward. 'Unless satisfaction is derived
from the process of innmation, the commitment of those involved will wane,
or fail to develop in the first place. The innovation process was not satisfying
to numerous teachers, many of whom eventually transferred, or were trans
ferred, out of PDC: some felt threatened by the wave of change that PDC
caused; some felt overburdened by the demands of program development
on top of already heavy teaching loads,: and some seriously doubted the
educational value of the curriculum 'changes that PDC introduced. The ap-
parent lack of commitment to or even interest in PDC at higher levels in
school systems and Head Start agencies in some communities also cag a pall
on commitment at lower levels, since part of the satisfaction derived from
innovation is recognition and appreciation by others, particularly persons in
authority. It appears that ACYF contributed to this problem by directing ever
less attention to local programs over the life of the project as agency gaff
turned over and got caught up in other projects and concerns. As the end of
PDC funding neared with no sign of continuation by either the federal
government or local district, commitment and implementation deted
rapidly at most, sites.

Problem-Solving Capacity

ACYF's approach to innovation in PDC relied heavily upon the capacity of
local agencies to solve (problems related to both program development and
implementation. In retrospect, it appears that ACYF overestimated local
problem solving capacity and allowed some projects to be put in organiza
tional positions that made it difficult to draw upon the problem-solving
capacities of local school systems.

As mentioned already, the conceptual program defined in the PDC
Guidelines did not provide operational recipes for most aspects of the pro-
gram, nor were PDC's objectivesdevelopmental continuity and social

16
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I
competence of childrendefined in immediately measurabk ways. Thus,
when sites bought into the PDC idea, a PDC reality was but vaguelY im-
agined And soon after funding began, many who were involved in the .. in-
novation process wondered what on earth they were supposed to do. Major
institutional features, operationally defined and requited by the Guidelines,
could be put in place, the larger system willing, but training, classroom, and
parent programs by which the intervention might affect children had to be
found or developed

The scale of the program development problem varied substantially
from one site to another. In part, this was due to the fact that participating
schools and school systems varied greatly in the degree to which they al-
ready embodied ma)or features of the PDC concept Annddle, the size of
the development problem was a function of local u ding of and
commitment to the PDC concept; ironically those who best understood
ACNT's intentions may have set themselves impossible development (and
implementation ) tasks. R&D experience and expertise also varied con-
siderably across site's in ways that did not necessarily match the size of the
program development problem. However, grants to local projects and the
time allotted for development did not vary according to the scale of devel- -
opment efforts or local problem-solving capacitiesTbut were roughly the
same for all sites.

The scale of the program implementation problem also differed con-
siderably &Om one site to another, depentling both upon she natute of the
'program developed and upon the nature of the organizational and com-
munity contexts within which program implementation was undertaken.
When implementation of a PDC program component required little change
in the existing system, problems of implementation tended to be few and
small. When implementation required substantial change, problems pro
liferated. In -some instances no amount of virtuoso change agentry would
have overcome the obstacles to implementation given prevailing values and
norms, larger organizational needs, legal constraints, and so on. However, in
other t...ases. a different approach to implementation might have succeeded,
but change agent.4 did not have adeqUate tactical repertoires. Frequently,
problemsolving capacity, was also constrained bemuse individuals in key
organizational positions, Whose cleatance was necessary fOr implementa-
tion, were not sufficiently committed to the innovation even though the
proposed change did not conflict with specific organizational needs and
values.

Staff tumover also affected problem-solving capacitysometimes for
the better, often fOr the worse as committed and experienced PDC innova-
tors moved on to other things. And there Was a suggestion at some sites that
innovative staff may have burned themselves out in overly demanding de-
velopment efforts, leaving little energy or will to implement.

ACYF did not ignore the limitations of loc.xl problem-solving capacity in
designing their intervention strategy. On the contrary, they anticipated loml
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needs for additional problem-solving support by offering technical assist-
ance through private contractors* (One finn provided technical assistance in
phase I; another, in phase II of the project ) However, this provision was not
sufficient to meet local needs. in part, the problem with technical assistance
sus a function of inadequate problem-solving. (2pacity among technical as-
sistants who did not always share ACYF's vision of PDC and'or could not
themselves solve the problems of translating this vision into action, And in
pan the problem resulted from the inability of local PDC projects to effec
tively utilize the technical assistance resources offered.

Organizational Structures/Vilues

PDC projects were placed in organizational contexts that were not always
conducive to effective Head Startschool linkage, Of particular significance
for implementation was the nature of existing organizational relationships
between Head start and the public schools and the4ktructural relationship of
the local PDC projects to this existing system. In some sites, Head Stan was
managed by the school district while in others Head Start was managed bY
completely independent agencies (Community Action Agencies) acconnr-
able only to regional Head Start offices and ACW In some sites, Head Start
classrooms were located in elementary schools, and PDC protects operating
in "these sites were consideted examples of Early Childhood Schools:. the
remaining PDC projects wtre referred to as Preschool-School Linkage
models. Finally, the relationship of PDC projects, by way of the PDC co--
ordinator* to line management in Head Start and-Or the public schools varied
considerably_ Suffice it to note here that linkage tended to be more effective
over the course of the project when ( 1) Head Stan wastnanaged by the local
school district, (2) Head Start ilasses were located within the elementary
school, and 3) the PDC coordinator wus in a line management position
with respect to teachers (stimetimes as principal* sometimes as an assistant
principal). This optimal situation obtained at five sites

: organizational arrangements prevailed, very consid
quired to build organitational bridgeS, which were
constant need of repair. Under such circumstances,

sites where other
ble effort was re-
best frakile and in
tplementatkin was

found to be less consiment over time, typically declining as personnel turned
over and initial commitments wore thin*

PDC also went against the grain otcertain deep-seated values 4nd at-
titudes prevalent in most school settings* Many teachers and principals did
not view parenty as significant educational resources that might be more ef-
fectively utilized by the school; similarly, many did not believe that schools
should attempt to assume responsibility for the "whole child" but rather that
they should attend to children's specific ai2demic needs leaving the rest up
to parT.Vand the everyday experiences of growing- up, Another area in
which WILMS and attitudes impeded the innovation involved communica-
tion and collaboration between Head Start and elementary school teachers
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Regan, less of physiml proodmity the social distance between these two
groups. resulting from professional and socioeconomic differences, re-
mained an obstacle to substantive linkage of Head Start and elementary pro-
warns at most sites.

Environmental forceS/Qmdidons

Wu! implementation effogs fiequendy met with countervailing forces and
conditions in their organizational, community, and larger environments that
simply could not be overcome. however ingenious local problem-solving

A might have been. Some of these fattors were present prior to PDC btit were not.
recognized or were underestimated by wouldbe innovators. Other factors
emerged during the life of the prolect and could not have been

All the PDC protects were subject to economic forces beyond locbl
controlhigh inflation, recession, and budget cutbacks. Inflation dratitati-
cally eroded the purchasing power of relatively stable PDC grants from 1974
through 1981, making ft necessary to reduce project stalling and other ex-
penditures at all sites. School district budgets were also affected by generil
economic conditions, often in conjunction with declining enrollment, high
wage settlements for teachers, and public refusal to approve property tax
levies sufficient to meet school distritt operating costs, The consequences of
budgetary retrenchmentreductions in classroom teaching staff, reassign-
ment of teachers, shortened class days (at least temporarily), diminished
provision of inservice training and release time, and cuts in specialist staff
and special activit1ess0ere experienced in some measure by all sites dur-
ing the last three years of the proled. And implementation of the PDC pro-
gram waS negatively affected by such economic factors at every site.

Changes in educational policy at federal, state, and local levels fre-
quently interfered Oth implementation of PDC programs, sometimes im-
peding implementation and sometimes blocking it and forcing revisions in
the PDC program. Bilingual education policies, forexarnple, were very much
in flux during the life of PDC, and changes in these policies at district and/or
state levels forced changes in PDC bilingual programming at all three bi-
lingual demonstration sites. Growing concerns with accountability in educa,
tion and effective teaching of basic skills led several states and most local
school disircts to develop and implement certain universal' instructional .
standards and, in a number of cases, universal materials and methods. To the
extent that PD evaluation systems and curricula contradicted what was man-
dakd by higher authority, PDC programs were compelled to change.
Though mandated changes did not usually require abandonment of the en.
tire PDC concept, they frequently meant giving up certain unique features of
PDC that reflected ACYFs concem with the 'whole child" not merely the
"academic child"

High residential and lob mobility are conditions of contemporary
American life that PDC could not alter. Over the course of the prow, high

19
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mobility produced turnover at all levels of PDC: ACYF program staff changed;
!mini PDC project itaff changed; technical assistance contractors changed;
technicvl assistance staff within contractors changed; school district and

offead Stan personnel at all levels changed; children and parents tmme and
a/ent in great numbers. Maintaining commitment and problem.solving ca-
pacity under such conditions W2S paraorklinarily difficult* For example, to
the extent chat teaching in PDC was different from teaching ih conventional
programs. each new teacher had to be socialized into the PDC culture. The
socialization of new teachers into the program relied in part upon informal
processesdaily interactions with other teachers and members of school
and protect staff. However, unless old and new hands engaged in team teach-
ing, which was an uncommon arrangement in PDC, old hands had relatively
little direct knowledge of, much less direct influence on, the educational
process in classrooms run by new teachers. Thus, socialization of new hands
also necessitated more formal processesspecifically training in the pro.,
gram model_ But protect investments in training were never as high as ACYF

expected and decreased over time due to various factors including dediniiig
protect and district resources and changes in union contracts limiting the
demands that could be placed upon teachers outside normal school hours.
Consequently. effons to gain commitment from and change the behavior of
new recruits were seriously impeded,

The various problems posed by high residential and tob mobility
among persons participating in PDC at all levels call into question the fun
damental viability of the PDC innovation in contemporary society. Turnover
among teachers and staff made it difficult or impassible to providechildren
with developmental continuity in the context of school, Even had optimal
developmental continuity been achieved in Head Sun-school contexts*
there would have been no way of keeping children within these optimal en-
vironnients, Indeed. 73% of children entering the PDC program at Head Sun
were no longer enrolled in PDC schools by third grade.. And at several sites
PDC was perceived to have increased the discontinuity experienced by
mobile children by offering an educational program substantially at variance
with district norms Participant turnover was least problematic at the one site
where malor fmtures of the local PDC program were adopted by the district
for all elementary schools,

Summation
A

ACNT's attempt todernonstrate the PDC concept met with myriad obstacles.
Hindsight suggests that some obstacles might have been avoided by employ-
ing a different change strategy at the federal level, while others might have
been avoided by promoting a more modest innovation. But some obstacles
simply could not have been anticipated or overcome; rather, innovators at all
-levels had to adjust to or live with circumstances in their environments over
which they had no dkntrol.

Col lertivsly, the many federally sponsored innovation efforts of the past
two decadeltLregardless of their individual successhave inarguably al-

()
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tered Amertn education particularly with respect td its treatment of eco-
nomically disadvantaged and minority children. Though PDC was not fully
implemented anywhere insofar as we could deterMine, theeffon to put the
PDC concept into action certainly left its mark on many indniduals and in-
slitutions, contributing in some measure to incremental change in the values, ,

.4101111S, and actual programs that ACYF sought to influence.

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of considerable uncertainty, we feel it our respontibility to venture a
"besi guess" as to meaning and implic:ations of the evaniation"s findings.

In genend, local PDC progroms do not seer to bate pnwItied children
uitb experiences tbat Imre importantly and systematically different from
the experiences of similar non-PDC cbildren in tbe same communities.
For Otis reason alone, quite apart from tbe evaluation's findings related

impacts on children, ue do not believe Oat PDC generally and signifi-
c tly enbanced childrrnS social competence.

Me 'Waffle lack of significant differences in tbe proximate environments
and experience of PDC and non-PDC children seems to bare resulted from

1 ) incomplete and inconsistent implementation of ACIF's intentions in
local PDC programs and ( 2 )concurrent cbanges in non.PDC scbools that
significantly reduced actual and potential program differences at the
local letel. Problems of implementation might bave been reduced by
..401rs employing a different changeStrategy bouever, changes in non-
PDC schools tbat made them more like the PDC model item historical
'accidents" that could not bate been avoided but might be vieued aspar
tially vindicating tbe PDC concept.

The muluation of PDC uus both flawed and premature. Some ofits flaws
could bate been avoidede.g., by !saving better anticipated tbe occur-
rence and limiting effects of sample attrition. Otber flaus simply reflected
tbe cunent state of the arte.g., tbe unavailability of adequate measures
of social competence and tbe rudimentary nature of tbe construct. Hind-
sight also squats tbat tbe summative etaluation was undertaken pee-
maturely, not simply before adequate methodology bad been deteloped,
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but before there mu any substandateddence that local PDC programs
were affecting cbildtrn's evedence in uirm that uvresimportantly dif
ferynt fronqeat happened in the community al large

The lessons learned frum PDC do not suggest that tbe notion of linking
Head Start ultb dementary school prognms is either umng or futile
Neither should ut. conclude that planned social change or useful evalua
tip is impossible Rather the PDC experience together with the ever'.
Aces gained in similar initiatites orwr the past decade. teach us humility
and suggest that fut* efforts he more modest. focused, and informed by
past eapetience and carrful program and etaluation design

f
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